canonical isomorphisms corresponding to ones between the fundamental groups various path components.
The homomorphism A(f, U) 381 of the

Definition.
A path continuous map of function spaces is a map f : Yx --) Z w such that F : yXlrI + Z '"'I, defined by F(Z)(IY, t) =f(Z,)( IV ) , is a map. A path continuous homotopy is a homotopy CJ$ : Yx +Zw such that @'r : Yxar +Z w", defined as above, is a homotopy.
Definition. An HO-space is a function space, Yx, which is an H-space? whose structure maps and homotopies are path continuous. A homotopy abelian HO-space is one with a path continuous homotopy abelian structure.
The only H,,-spaces which we consider in this and a subsequent paper are described in the following Proposition : where the latter isomorphismis induced by a homotopy u. us1 N *; since Yx is an HO-space, r$( Y; *) is abelian, and ub is independent of the choice of homotopy. Thus ub and u;r may be defined by ub{l} = (K -t 5 . u-l -K} and u;r(C} = (L + 5 . u -L} where K and L are homotopies *N u . u-l and uw * . u respectively.
A proof of the following Lemma is indicated in $1.5. Suppose that AX and BX are Ho-spaces, and let maps u : X+ A and f : A + B be given. where F : fu-* is a homotopy. The homomorphism F#f$.u;l is defined without restricting BX to be an Ho-space, though it will in general depend on the choice of the homotopy F, If A and B are H-spaces and also X is an H'-space, then A(I; u) is independent of the structures used to define it by 1.2.2.
1.3&The classification:theorem
Let p : Pf -+ A be the principle fibre map induced from n : PB -+ B by a map f : A --+ B; thus Pf = {(a, Z) E A x PB :f(a) = l (1) In case u = *, this is the sequence 2.8' of [13] .
Properties of A(f, u)
In this section, the homomorphism A(ft U) : [X, QA] + [X, QB] is analysed. The results that follow will be applied in $2 to calculate A(f, u) in case A and B are products of Eilenberg-MacLane spaces. Proofs of the following properties are indicated in 0.1 S.
TRIVIALITY THEOREM 1.4.1. A(f, *)= (Qj)*
Given two Ho-spaces AX and Cx, we define an H,-structure on (A x C')' in the obvious way: the multiplication is the composite 1x2x1
where r is the twisting map z(c, a) = (a, c). We next wish to consider the possible linearity of A in its first variable. Given u : X + A, let ug be the endomorphism of [X, QA] defined by no({) = {F + (U .5) . u-l -F) where Fis a homotopy *N (U . *) . u-l. In $2.3 this Theorem is applied to the case thatfis a cup product map (see $2.2); in this case f A and fB also correspond to cup product maps after making certain identifications.
Proofs
We now indicate the proofs of 1. 
Definition.
A serf homotopy is a homotopy J, : X -+ Y with JO = J1.
The following Lemma is used implicitly in the remainder of the section, its proof is straightforward : 
2.1
In case h : A -+ B where B is a product of Eilenberg-MacLane complexes, we give, in $2.5, a method of calculating Ah.
The first problem encountered is to relate uK(G*m) and uKcn*"), defined as in $1.4 for the cup product map u :K(G, m) x K(IT, n) --, K(G @ x, m + n), to the obvious cup product maps. In $2.3 we show that, affer making certain identifications, these maps differ, up to homotopy, only in sign from cup product maps. Using this result and a decomposition of the cohomology of a Cartesian product we then show how Ah may be calculated in terms of q*(h) E [A x A, B]. In particular, if A also is a product of Eilenberg-MacLane spaces, we show how Ah may be calculated explicitly once the decomposition of h into elementary cohomology operations has been determined. We conclude with some special cases.
Cohomology and the evaluation map
We first recall some properties of cohomology groups and Eilenberg-MacLane complexes. Let rr be a finitely generated abelian group and K, = K(n, m) an Eilenberg-MacLane complex.
By the universal coefficient theorem, and the Hurewicz theorem, we have H"(K(n, m); z) EZ Hom(r, n).
The fundamental class I, of K(z, m) is the inverse image of the identity function under the above isomorphism.
Define y : [X, K(n, m)] --f H"'(X; n) by y(f) =f*(z,,,), then y is a natural isomorphism in case X E W.7
Let Op ( II Hmi( ; Gi), H"( ; z)) denote the set of cohomology operations between the functors fl HLi( ; Gi) and H"( ; n), the former being a finite product. Let Pj : II K,,,, --f Km, be th; projection. Define z : Op ( II Hmi( ; G,), H"( ; 7~)) +H"( II K,,,ij n) by S,(T) = T( . . . , pTzmi, . . . ), then s is an isombrphism.
i
Given a E H"(X; n) and b E H"(X; G), the cup product au b E H"'+"(X; rc @ G)
is well defined using the Eilenberg-Zilber Theorem. In particular let x E H"(X; n) and Definition. A cup product map is any map u : K,,, x K, -+ Km+,, defined as above.
From the bilinear nature of the cohomology cup product, it follows easily that u is a bimultiplication.
Let p : CX-+ X % S, be the identification map from the cone on a space X to the suspension. In case X E W, we define the suspension isomorphism S* to be the composite
The suspension may also be defined in terms of a cross product. An easy calculation yields the following Lemma. LEMMA 2.2.1. Let ICE H"-'(X; 7r) and let l1 E H1(S1; 2) be the fundamental class.
Then k*S*(tc) = (-l)"-'(K c I~).
The fundamental class I,, E H"(K(n, n); n) defined above depends on a choice of the isomorphism 7t,(K(z, n))r z. Thus y also depends on this choice. In order to proceed further, we need to choose an equivalence between !2K(q n) and K(rc, n -1). 
I
Here ~c{f> = {g) where g(x)(t) =f(x, t). Clearly 1 is in the class y-lS*-ly~-l{xn} where 1" : CK, -+ SZK, is the identity map. Define L-l to be an inverse equivalance to 1..
Recall that the suspension of a cohomology operation T is the cohomology operation "T which makes the following diagram commutative: Let ; :K,_, $8 S' --) K, be a cup product map; then y(G) = (-l>,-l S*(r,_,). Recall that the evaluation map E : IX, x S' --f K,, is given by ~(1, t) = l(t). We denote by 8 the composite
Since 1 is a homotopy equivalence, 2.3 9 * -lA*p{&} = y;.* -1 1*(l) = y(l) = I,-1 E H"-'(K,_,).
We have immediately the Lemma: 
Properties of A involving cup products
Given a cup product map u : K,,, x K,, + K,,,+,, we define u"" : K,,, x QK, -+ QK,,,,, by uK=(x, l)(t) = u (x, Z(t)) as in $1. Assume now that (ul x u&l : X--f K,,, x K,,, and that X is path connected, then, by 1.4.9 we have the Lemma: This result is now generalized to multiple cup products. Let up : K,,,, x . . . x KmP+, -+ K nr, + . . +,,,+ , be a map representing a multiple cup product. We assume in fact that up has been defined inductively by the formula up = u(1 x up-'). The proof proceeds by induction on p, and is straightforward.
As an easy consequence of this and the anticommutativity of the cup product, we have the Corollary : 
The calculation of Ah
We now obtain a method of calculating Ah in case h : A -+ B where B is a product of Eilenberg-MacLane spaces. The expansion for Ah is determined by the multiplication in the space A. We suppose that B = KS is an Eilenberg-MacLane space; the extension to the more general case is immediate. where the f# are maps induced by homomorphisms of coefficient groups, the 6# are Bockstein coboundary maps, and a, b, c and e are maps into Eilenberg-MacLane spaces, of positice dimension (see below).
Dejkition.
The dimension of a E Map (A, K,) is t. On the other hand, since "(a*) = -S* and "f* = f*, we have, on using 2. 
VU, P)(V) = "T(v) + C( -l)dim "f*(&) u "B(v)) + q-1) l +dimCS*(C(g) u "E(v)).
We now single out a class of operations which is to provide the basis for the calculation of VT in the general case. These are the elementary operations; they are of three types. This result provides us with two slightly different methods of calculating VT : the first is to exhibit T in terms of elementary operations and to use the known deviations from additivity of these (see below) to calculate the deviation of T, then to apply Theorem 2.5.1; the second is to calculate V of each elementary operation, and then to write VT in terms of these known results using the decomposition of T into elementary operations, and the properties of V. We now calculate V for the elementary operations. In case nz, n 2 2 this set is trivial; in case m = 1, n 2 2 it is (using 2.3.2 in case n = 2) in correspondence with [S", K(z 0 G, n)].
Suppose now that m = n, then u : 5'; x S", 4 K,! x K$ and we may take u to be If n is odd and p is even, then
[X, P/-j = ~$Pn+n-l(X; G,+ J/x" u H"-'(X; G). 
Introduction
Let A uJ. CB be the principal cofibre space induced by mapf : B + A from the cofibration B c CB. The dual problem to that considered in $9 1 and 2 is to determine [A uf CB, X]. We present here the dual classification theorem and the properties of the dual of the function A. The proofs are generally omitted. As an application, we obtain, in 3.5.1, an expansion for a Whitehead product [ory, BJ in terms of Whitehead products involving M and p only, together with certain Hilton-Hopf invariants of y. where F : uf -* is a homotopy.
The dual classification theorem
Suppose that XA and XB are HO-spaces, recall that this is true in particular if A and B are H'-spaces, and let maps f : B + A and u : A -+ X be given.
Dejinition. The homomorphism r(u,f) : [SA, X] --t [SB, X] is the composite function:
[SA, X] ";I -&X9 u) FI. + 7$(X; uf)
In case ufis nullhomotopic, T(u,f) = F#f*u5-l where F :fu N * is a homotopy. The following sequence is exact: In case u = *, this is the exact sequence 2.8 of [13] .
Properties of T(u,f)
We 
Whitehead products
Let A and B be C W complexes. Then for any space X, the following sequence is exact :
O-+ [S(A 8 B), X] 2 [S(A x B), X]: [SA v SB, X] -+O.
Letp, :S(AxB)+SAcSAvSBandp,. To each basic symbolic pair, p, on the symbols 1 and 2 and each CW complex A, Milnor [8] associates a collapsed product A,,. Let 
'h) = TE W,,H,(h).
The functions H, are the Hilton-Hopf invariants (see [6] ). It follows by induction that this is zero if fl contains the symbol 2 more than once. The proof is now straightforward.
In case A and B are spheres, Theorem 3.4.3. is equivalent to Theorem 7.1 of [l].
An application
We now use the results of the previous paragraph to generalize a theorem of Barcus and Barratt ( The theorem now follows.
SYNOPSIS OF NOTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS
1.1 Z unit interval with no base point. ZZ unit interval with base point. "w; category of spaces having homotopy type of a CW complex.
[adjoint map.] u-based track group rc'f( Y; u). 
